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QUESTION 1

A developer deployed an application to an Amazon EC2 instance. The application needs to know the public IPv4
address of the instance. How can the application find this information? 

A. Query the instance metadata from http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/. 

B. Query the instance user data from http://169.254.169.254/latest/user-data/. 

C. Query the Amazon Machine Image (AMI) information from http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/ami/ . 

D. Check the hosts file of the operating system. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has a website that is developed in PHP and WordPress and is launched using AWS Elastic Beanstalk.
There is a new version of the website that needs to be deployed in the Elastic Beanstalk environment. The company
cannot tolerate having the website offline if an update fails. Deployments must have minimal impact and rollback as
soon as possible. 

What deployment method should be used? 

A. All at once 

B. Rolling 

C. Snapshots 

D. Immutable 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/environmentmgmt-updates-immutable.html 

 

QUESTION 3

An application is using Amazon DynamoDB as its data store, and should be able to read 100 items per second as
strongly consistent reads. Each item is 5 KB in size. To what value should the table\\'s provisioned read throughput be
set? 

A. 50 read capacity units 

B. 100 read capacity units 

C. 200 read capacity units 

D. 500 read capacity unitsc 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A company\\'s new mobile app uses Amazon API Gateway. As the development team completes a new release of its
APIs, a developer must safely and transparently roll out the API change. 

What is the SIMPLEST solution for the developer to use for rolling out the new API version to a limited number of users
through API Gateway? 

A. Create a new API in API Gateway. Direct a portion of the traffic to the new API using an Amazon Route 53 weighted
routing policy. 

B. Validate the new API version and promote it to production during the window of lowest expected utilization. 

C. Implement an Amazon CloudWatch alarm to trigger a rollback if the observed HTTP 500 status code rate exceeds a
predetermined threshold. 

D. Use the canary release deployment option in API Gateway. Direct a percentage of the API traffic using the
canarySettings setting. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is setting up Amazon API gateway for their company\\'s products. The API will be registered developers to
query and update their environments. The company wants to limit the amount of requests end users send for.bot cost
and security reason management wants to offer registered the option of buying larger packages that allow for more
requests. 

A. Enable throttling for the API Gateway stage Set a value tor both the rate and burst capacity If a registered larger
package, create a stage for them, adjust the values, and share the new URL with them. 

B. Set up Amazon CloudWatch API logging in API Gateway Create a filter based on the user and requestTime fields
and create an alarm on this filter Write an AWS Lambda function to analyze the values and requester information, and
respond accordingly Set up the function as the target tor the alarm If a registered user chooses a larger package,
update the Lambda code with the values 

C. Enable Amazon CloudWatch metrics for the API Gateway stage Set up CloudWatch alarms based oft the Count
metric and the ApiName, Method, Resource, and Stage dimensions to alerts when request rates pass the threshold Set
the alarm action to Deny If a registered user chooses a larger package, create a user-specific alarm and adjust the
values 

D. Set up a default usage plan specify values for the rate and burst capacity, and associate it with a stage If a registered
user chooses a larger package, create a custom plan with the appropriate values and associate the plan with the user 

Correct Answer: A 
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